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Becoming, Achieving, Relating
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How do our Salvation Beliefs turn into changed character:
#1 Participation in Church community of Relational Depth

Three different Greek words for love combined: Romans 12
9 Let love [agape] be genuine. 

Abhor what is evil; hold fast to what is good. 
10 Love [philostorge] one another with 

brotherly affection [philadelphia].  
• Agape loving:  Sacrificial love, serving another; requires a certain selflessness in 
the person doing the loving act.  Can be faked. This kind of loving is sourced in our 
experience of receiving love from God, Who is Agape, from whom we receive Grace.
• Philadelphia loving:  Fills an inner need for friendship closeness, requiring something 
attractive and connecting in both people.
• Philostorge loving:  An automatic, natural, deep bond, attachment and connection such 
as a mother has for her infant.  This love is not discriminating, often connecting people 
who have little to do with each other.  Yet Christian are to “love one another” as though 
brothers and sisters. Just as you don’t choose or audition your brothers and sisters, when 
God calls you, he calls others too, into His family.  We are related, attached, connected 
through Christ.  (see Eph. 4:4-6; Rom. 12:4-5)  This was a big stretch for the early church. 

Lesson #1
 

Lesson #2  Brothers and Sisters have responsibilities to each other.
10b Outdo one another in showing honor.

13 Contribute to the needs of the saints and seek to show hospitality.
15 Rejoice with those who rejoice, weep with those who weep.

16 Live in harmony with one another. Do not be haughty, but 
associate with the lowly. Never be wise in your own sight.

18 If possible, so far as it depends on you, live peaceably with all.
  

Lesson #3  The Source Motivation for our loving attachment to 
one-another:  How do I become motivated to love in these ways?

9 Let love be genuine.



Romans 12:9-18
9 Let love be genuine. 

Abhor what is evil; 
hold fast to what is good. 
10 Love one another with

 brotherly affection. 
Outdo one another in showing 

honor. 
11 Do not be slothful in zeal, be 
fervent in spirit, serve the Lord. 
12 Rejoice in hope, be patient in 

tribulation, be constant in prayer. 
13 Contribute to the needs of the 

saints and seek to show hospitality.
14 Bless those who persecute you; 

bless and do not curse them. 
15 Rejoice with those who rejoice, 

weep with those who weep. 
16 Live in harmony with one 

another. Do not be haughty, but 
associate with the lowly. Never be 

wise in your own sight. 
17 Repay no one evil for evil, but give 
thought to do what is honorable in 

the sight of all. 
18 If possible, so far as it depends on 

you, live peaceably with all. 

Let love be genuine:  Paul begins with “agape” love,  just as he does in 1 Cor. 13, he moves from the topic of “spiritual gifts” to that of love. In a similar 
way here he emphasizes the genuine love that should characterize Christians.  This section may appear to be nothing more than a long list of random 
exhortations, but the structure Paul uses in the Greek is very difficult to capture naturally in English. In short, 12:9–13 are one long sentence, with 
one overarching idea: Love should be genuine. All the rest of the sentence provides practical examples of what authentic love looks like in action.  The 
challenge is to love with pure motives, without any hypocrisy or dishonesty to poison it.  This sentence portrays all matter of conduct  flowing from genuine 
love. This kind of love is the wellspring, the source out of which all good things flow. Conversely, without authentic love, all efforts to pursue these other 
things will fail.
Abhor... evil; hold fast... good:  What a contrast for the mindset of Christians.  Because we are motivated by genuine love we are to have an abhorrence of 
all things that are evil (especially in your own life); and instead, hold fast or cling to what is good and of God. 
Love one another with brotherly affection:  This “love” flows out of the “agape” love of verse 9. The word is “philastorgos” or “family love/affection” - a 
designation for the care for each other that unites us.  “Brotherly affection” is “philadelphia” or brotherly love/affection which is a word that is unique to 
Christians usage, once again celebrating our affectionate unity as a family joined to each other as spiritual brothers and sisters by our heavenly Father.         
Outdo one another in showing honor:  Following on the references to love within the Christian family there can be no doubt that Paul is telling the 
Romans not to push for first place for themselves; motivated by genuine, soul changing agape love, they are to seek honor for one another rather than for 
themselves. Paul is advocating humility, which eagerly seeks out and honors the good qualities in others.
Do not be slothful in zeal, be fervent in spirit, serve the Lord:  Zeal translates a word that combines the ideas of haste and diligence. It is an important 
aspect of the Christian’s “love” commitment. “Do not be slothful”: signifies “indolent” or “lazy”, and Paul is telling the Romans that where zeal is needed 
they must not be lazy people.  According to Rev 3:15 lukewarmness is the worst offence.   
Rejoice in hope, be patient in tribulation, be constant in prayer:  The early Christians were encouraged to rejoice in the Lord always (Phil. 4:4) and 
they knew Christ in them, “the hope of glory” (Col. 1:27).  Hope lifts us out of present difficult circumstances, and rejoicing is the inevitable result.    When 
it comes to constant prayer, Paul indicates a persistent, intentionally constant, prayer as a necessary part of the Christian life - without this persistent 
connection with God we might fold under tribulation and lose hope.
Contribute to the needs of the saints and seek to show hospitality.:  Paul is calling on the Roman Christians to come to the aid of Christian people in 
need, not in a condescending manner but as being one with them.   The exercise of hospitality was of great importance to the church of that day. It was not 
always possible or desirable to stay in inns, and in any case inns were not always available.
Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse them.:  Paul enjoins the Romans to call down God’s blessing on people who pursue, who 
persecute. He is saying that they should actively seek their good.  This seems to be a reminiscence of the teaching of Jesus in Matt. 5:44 and Luke 6:28.
Live in harmony with one another.:  Paul’s Greek has a meaning like “thinking the same thing to one another”. Paul is advocating genuine unity, and his 
words probably are to be taken in the sense “Be of the same mind”.
Do not be haughty, but associate with the lowly.:  literally rendered “not thinking high things”. The true Christian is genuinely humble and is not given 
to thinking high things about himself.  On the contrary, Christians are to be willing to associate with people of low position (“willing to do menial work”). 
Never be wise in your own sight.:  The person who is wise in his own eyes is rarely so in the eyes of other people.  “Self-conceit or too much confidence 
in our own way of seeing and thinking can set us up for wrongly judging others and not living in harmony with them.
but give thought to do what is honorable in the sight of all:  Paul is dealing with a natural human tendency to get “even”.  He is not appealing to his 
readers to fall in with generally accepted moral maxims. He is calling on them to live out the implications of the gospel. Their lives are to be lived on such a 
high plane that even the heathen will recognize the fact.
live peaceably with all:  The opening “If it is possible” shows that this cannot always be done. All too often, we choose to give full vent to our rage and 
frustration in the name of “not being able to take it any longer.” How much more effort would we put into peacemaking if we saw things from God’s 
perspective rather than our own?
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